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A-PDF Size Splitter is one of the applications that can help you split large PDFs into smaller documents, thus providing you with the
possibility to manage their content much easier. Suitable for all types of users The program can be used by anyone, including those who
do not posses advanced computer skills, courtesy of an intuitive, straightforward interface that puts the available functions ad hand.
With the help of this tool, users can split their PDF files by size, which makes it easier for them not only to manage the content of the
output documents, but also to share them with their friends, either online or via other channels. Batch conversion capabilities The
program has been built with support for splitting multiple files at the same time, allowing users to simply add the desired documents or
entire folders to the queue. Users only need to set the size of the output files in the tool's main window, and to start the splitting
process. Output files can be customized from the utility's settings window by specifying their name and by adding info to them, such as
title, author, and keywords. They can also be secured with passwords and by setting specific user permissions. No control over output
files' content On the down side, the application does not provide users with the possibility to control the manner in which content from
the original document is being split between the output files. The only available split option is by size, and users can not select only the
pages that end up in one or another of the output files, something that might not prove to be as convenient at all times. A reliable tool
All in all, A-PDF Size Splitter is an easy-to-use, snappy application that allows users to split their PDF files into smaller documents by
size and which also includes batch conversion capabilities. Although it does not include too many split options, the tool can provide
users with reliable performance. A-PDF Size Splitter is one of the applications that can help you split large PDFs into smaller
documents, thus providing you with the possibility to manage their content much easier. Suitable for all types of users The program can
be used by anyone, including those who do not posses advanced computer skills, courtesy of an intuitive, straightforward interface that
puts the available functions ad hand. With the help of this tool, users can split their PDF files by size, which makes it easier for them
not only to manage the content of the output documents, but also to share them with their friends,
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A-PDF Size Splitter is an easy-to-use, snappy application that allows you to split any size of PDF files to multiple smaller PDFs by
splitting and combining PDF pages. You can save these smaller PDFs to several directories or even create an individual PDF from the
splitting. Overview of the Features: Split PDF files into smaller PDFs by size. Combine multiple smaller PDFs to a single PDF. Split,
combine, print and save PDF files. Batch conversion - add files to the queue. Change filename of the smaller PDFs. Add text or even
images to the smaller PDFs. View the splitting progress. Recover the original PDF. Split PDF files by pages. Save to several directories
or create an individual PDF. View the splitting progress. Set size and add more splitting options. Split PDF files by pages and add text
or even images to them. Protect PDF files and change permissions of the smaller PDFs. Create an individual PDF from the splitting.
Browse, split and split PDFs by pages. Add text or even images to the split PDFs. Create an individual PDF from the splitting. Batch
conversion - add files to the queue. Change filename of the smaller PDFs. View splitting progress. Recover the original PDF. Split
PDF files by pages and add text or even images to them. Protect PDF files and change permissions of the smaller PDFs. Create an
individual PDF from the splitting. Batch conversion - add files to the queue. Change filename of the smaller PDFs. View splitting
progress. Recover the original PDF. Set size and add more splitting options. View splitting progress. Split PDF files by pages. Add text
or even images to the smaller PDFs. Change filename of the smaller PDFs. Protect PDF files and change permissions of the smaller
PDFs. Create an individual PDF from the splitting. View splitting progress. Recover the original PDF. Set size and add more splitting
options. View splitting progress. Split PDF files by pages. Combine multiple smaller PDFs to a single PDF. Browse, split and split
PDFs by pages. Add text or even images to the split PDFs. Create an individual PDF from the splitting. Batch conversion - add files to
the queue. Change filename of the smaller PDFs. View 77a5ca646e
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KEYMACRO is a macro recorder and playback software for Windows, Mac and Linux. It is designed to be simple to use and intuitive
to understand. Features of KeyMacro: - Free: No download or registration fees. - No software or hardware requirements. - For both
individual users and companies. - MAC or Windows PC (Windows 10/ 8/ 7/ Vista/ XP). - Easy to use. - Simultaneously records and replays macros. - Fast converting. - Record and replay audio directly and file/URL links. - Useful features for web developers: FTP
upload/download, FTP log, FTP server. - Supports WebDAV (Windows XP). - Shows all open windows/documents/tabs in your system
on top of the main window. - Provides macro recording settings and fully customizable interface. - Supports all Windows languages. Environment protection. - Support all 64-bit OS and Windows version. - Using small size for Windows and Mac. - Auto free when you
close your program. - Auto free when you restart your computer. - Full online documentation. - Full customer support. - Mailing
support. - Lifetime free update. - FREE updates of new versions. - Safe and virus-free. - Anti-spam protection. - NO GUARANTEES
and NO RESERVATIONS A-PDF Size Splitter Description: A-PDF Size Splitter is a useful freeware application designed to allow
users to split PDF files into smaller documents by size. It is an easy-to-use application with a simple and intuitive interface and an
effective batch conversion feature. A-PDF Size Splitter Features: The program allows users to split their PDF files into smaller
documents by size, and it also includes features such as renaming, password protection, editing, and export to other formats. This utility
is designed to be easy-to-use and to work on all PC systems running Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. It
is also designed to be highly configurable and customizable. A-PDF Size Splitter can be used to split multiple files at the same time.
Users only need to set the size of the output files in the tool's main window, and to start the splitting process. A-PDF Size Splitter
supports the following formats: -.PDF -

What's New In?
Simple, easy-to-use software that lets you split any size PDF file into multiple documents of a given size. - Provides reliable
performance, due to a multi-threaded design. - Maintains an intuitive and comfortable interface, that makes splitting documents a snap.
- Works with Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8. - Supports batch conversion capabilities. - Very affordable price. 0 user(s)
found this review helpful What's new in this version: New release with fixes and performance enhancements. 11.0 FinalAdvisor
"Standard" - 15.04.13 (2015-04-15) - 0 user(s) found this review helpful Recommended: Full review A PDF Size Splitter is a tool that
allows you to split large PDFs into multiple smaller PDFs, a useful and convenient application that takes all of the complexity out of
splitting large documents. It is available as a free tool for anyone to use. No user interface has been installed for the product, so users
just need to download the installer and start using it from there. A user guide has been included in the download package. The interface
is very simple and it does not even require the user to have any experience with a computer. The tool allows you to easily split PDF
files of any size, so the program can be used by anyone who has not followed a specialized course in computers, despite the program's
reasonable price. The program uses multi-threading to split PDF files into smaller documents, which means that you can use it to split
files that are so large that your computer can handle them at one time. You can change the size of the output files and add info to them,
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such as title, author, and keywords. The size of the output files can be set in the program's main window, while the method of splitting
is done automatically. With the help of this tool, users can split their PDF files by size, which makes it easier for them not only to
manage the content of the output documents, but also to share them with their friends, either online or via other channels. As a
limitation, the tool does not allow you to select only the pages that end up in one or another of the output files, something that might not
prove to be as convenient at all times. A reliable tool All in all, A-PDF Size Splitter is an easy-to-use, snappy application that allows
users to split their PDF files into multiple documents of a given size. It supports batch conversion capabilities. However, the program
does not allow you to control the manner in which content from the original document is being split between the output files.
FinalAdvisor - Star rating: Customer reviews
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7 or higher. Windows 7 or higher. Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent 2.4 GHz Intel Core i3 or AMD
equivalent RAM: 4GB (minimum) 4GB (minimum) Storage: 650 MB 650 MB Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 or AMD
equivalent NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 or AMD equivalent Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible, VGA DirectX 11 compatible, VGA
Hard Drive: 650 MB 650 MB Note: To activate the second monitor you must
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